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SEVEN HABITS OF
Highly Effective
Analyst Firms

FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

Over twenty years, and with tens of
millions of data-points, the Analyst Value
Survey has asked professionals what
they value from the analysts they use. In
parallel, I have spoke to consultants,
executives, founders, investors, and sales
leaders who have tried to help those
firms move forward. What’s amazed me
is that the demand for analyst insight
have been intensified year after year, and
even during times when technology
spending has constricted, such as the
2000 dot.com slump and the 2020
COVID-19 pandemic.

   1. For much of the late 20th century, we had the “old normal”, in which IT followed the
business.

   2. In the “dot.com” boom of 1998-2000, IT attempted to be the engine of the business,
as enterprises subordinated themselves to centralising technology stacks that dictated
and constrained the evolution of the organisation.

   3. The following disruption, in which spending on IT required much deeper business
cases and thus employees and managers started to test out personal or team-wide
solutions for business problems.

    4. Today we have a (presumably temporary) equilibrium, a “new normal”. Managers
outside the IT function directly influence most IT decision making or even determine it.

Four distinct stages reflect the several factors that have defined this success.

In each of these stages, the analyst industry has shifted and recomposed itself,
extending both its audience and its range of solutions. In this short chapter, I present
some of the key findings using the structure of Stephen R. Covey’s books on
interdependence and effective habits.
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EFFECTIVE HABIT 1:
Be Proactive

FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

One of the key differences between markets research firms and industry analysts is
their bias for actions. Market research quantifies the world, in favour ways. For
industry analysts, however, the point is to change it. 

Gartner found that its culture has always been sometimes one where brave and
challenging positions have been taken. It has produced stalking horses from its very
beginning: hypotheses that had to be strong, rather than nuanced or accurate.
Analysts have to be challenging and sometimes heroic but also seem comforting,
reassuring and competent. The future is unknowable. Tech markets often refuse
generalisation. As a result, analysts can sometimes take very challenging stances.

This can be a difficult balance for any senior analyst. Looking serene, but taking risks,
is the classic challenge for organisational leaders in many fields. Analysts have to
help clients to suspend their fears so they can start to think about the future and
make difficult choices in a more strategic way. Analysts often have difficult
relationships with their clients, and not only because of the different needs of buyers
and sellers. Sometimes clients have quite unreasonable expectations, and analysts
can end up in a surprisingly powerful role. There are no third party-rules, associations
or codes of the type that guide journalists, financial analysts or PR people.
Perhaps it’s that lack of professional standards, or of a professional body of
knowledge, but it means that innovation is uneven in the analyst industry. Few firms
are proactive, and many copy Gartner. They even copy the aspects of Gartner which
are most frustrating.

The big analyst firms look to monetise every interaction: Gartner now demands that
even attendees at its updates for analyst relations professionals (which are during
Symposium) are open only to ticket holders – even if those people are not actually
attending Symposium. The second tier analyst firms are able to grow in niches
because their strategy is too difficult for the big firms to imitate: it would liquidate the
profits of larger firms, while the smaller firms don’t have profits to lose.
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FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

End-users benefitting from these smaller firms’ vendor-funded services are not naïve.
Unlike fattening pigs, they understand that since they are not the client they are, to
some degree, the product. But the growing analyst firms make this into a win-win. To
understand how these firms ‘get’ their target audience, one had only to see the
gleeful expressions of the male, 50something demographic lining up at the Canalys
gala dinner to get photographed with the beautiful synchronised swimmers shivering
in their little white swimsuits post-display.

Despite this success, these firms still 
struggle to monetise fully their strategic 
success. Many smaller analyst firms have 
almost no equity value because they 
depend fully on the personal contacts of 
the partners. That prevents the firm from 
developing a growth engine which can 
survive the departure of the owners. Often 
tenure is based on high remuneration for business leaders, which erodes profitability.

At the moment these firms have a perhaps temporary advantage caused by the
inaction of the largest analyst firms. But they need to monetise and invest increasingly
to maintain that advantage. To go to the next level, those firms need to invest in non-
analyst executives: especially for marketing, process, sales and HR development.
That allows the firm to build better sales pipelines, client relationships and client
experience. Synchronised swimmers are not enough.

Synchronised
swimmers are not

enough.
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EFFECTIVE HABIT 2:
Begin with the end 
in mind

FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

·When asked what inhibitions vendors faced getting their message across to the
analyst community answers focused around too much choice. Results are that
vendors are showing a general lack of knowledge about the analyst world.
Navigating the sea of analysts and finding the right individuals for their firms, with
knowledge of their industry and needs, is proving difficult.

·Vendors strategically implement information uncovered from research reports
and use analyst materials to drive sales and marketing activities. Initiatives cited
include competitive intelligence, sales collateral, trend analysis, business
planning, market trends, and other areas of value.

·Positive feedback to vendors from customers about mentions in analyst reports
were rare. Prospects who refer to analyst feedback on vendors tend to point out
any negatives that were discovered.

·A vast majority of vendors surveyed believe that they are not getting the most out
of their relationship with analysts. Main reasons listed were lack of resource, time
commitment, and lack of communication on behalf of the analyst teams.

·Analysts (including analysts who call themselves consultants or advisors) are
often thought to have bias, especially if most of their revenue comes from
vendors. Sometimes the effort put into staying informed makes analysts seem
very process-driven but less strategic than expected.

Too many analyst firms start from the desire to make money from what they know.
Far fewer start from the problems of their potential customers, and the expectations
of what their customers might have. I’ve organised several boardroom-forms
discussions for analysts firms’ clients. It’s not unusual to hear the same situation
described decade after decade:

These points represent deep challenges for analyst firms, and especially smaller
analyst firms who are especially dependent on vendors support in their early years.
Sadly, too many analyst firms focus on evangelizing their analysts opinions rather
than focusing on how to fix the bottlenecks that prevent potential customers in
valuing analyst firms.
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EFFECTIVE HABIT 3:
First things first

FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

Like many other professional service firms, the key success factors for analyst firms
are salespeople and analysts. Unlike those others firm, however, most analysts
restrict themselves to hiring experienced professionals.

In the report of our successful academic research project into analysts' career
vectors, my co-authors and I found that larger analyst firms tend to hire senior
analysts from industry and from competitors rather than train people up from their
early careers. Unlike many other professional services firms, analysts need to hit the
ground running. As in other fields where people are thrown in at the deep end,
impostor syndrome can be common.

Strong professional standards and ethical policies are even more important because
vendors’ subscriptions to analyst firms can look like a conflict of interests. Vendor
support for the analyst community is substantial: many obtain more revenue from
vendors than from users. Most analyst houses cannot have their opinions bought, but
few have clear policies to help explain it. Uncritical research stands out sharply and
will often be discounted by people planning technology investments. 

The lack of such clear
policies has meant that

some vendors are
standoffish about analysts.
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FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

Below are five policies that I think most analyst firms should consider.

1. organizationally separate any commercial relationships with vendors from its
findings

2. do not in any way tie its findings or its research coverage to the absence or
presence of a commercial relationship

3. do not withhold research coverage due to the absence of a commercial
relationship

4. research personnel shall not be influenced by sales personnel or by
management personnel with the intent of directing or influencing specific
research findings for financial gain

5. to the extent that any special products or services are developed which are
sponsored by vendors either directly or indirectly, such sponsorship shall be
disclosed explicitly in a fashion physically proximate to the research

The lack of such clear policies has mean that some  vendors are standoffish about
analysts. In particular, some vendors have found an issue with smaller analyst firms or
those focused on marketing. They can get into a cycle when the analyst is focused on
how the vendor can improve its rhetoric and slides, and the more the vendor follows
the analyst’s advice, the better the feedback gets — even though no real change has
happened in the company or its standing in the market.
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EFFECTIVE HABIT 4:
Think win-win

FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

One of the biggest struggles in my work is trying to convince technology companies
that analyst influence cannot be bought. Especially in smaller firms, they don’t see
analyst firms as having a win-win attitude. The biggest obstacle to clients building
win-win relationships with analyst firms is the pay-to-play idea that analysts firms’
outcomes reflect the commercial relationships they have with vendors.

Greg Wind gives two examples
 of the scenarios where people 
get suspicious of analyst firms. 

“The first is fairly straightforward:
a salesperson, or even the 
analyst you’re meeting with, 
stops the conversation to discuss
 the various paid services they 
offer, including white papers, 
case studies, vendor profiles, etc. The second is less clear, but important to consider in
this context: the case of the very persuasive account manager. This is the person who
makes things happen — pushes for that briefing the analyst declined, works you into a
report you might have been excluded from or helps to minimize bad coverage.”

Independence is one of the most important things that buyers from analysts firms
want, and it’s one of the things they are most concerned about. We make a point of
asking about it in the Analyst Value Survey. Analysts’ clients are the people who are
best able to make an informed judgement about the relative independence of these
leading analyst firms, and there’s no more effective alternative to a survey. One
surprise we’ve had: the more people there are commenting on a firm, that the more
independent it is. Perhaps that means that the more eyes there are on a firm, the
more careful it is about its independence.

Independence is one of
the most important

things that buyers from
analysts firms want,
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FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

As analyst firms grow their division of labour becomes more granular and narrow.
However, the groups of executives who decide on technology investments (what we
call buying centres) are getting larger. That produces a pressure. Executives want
analyst insight to be more joined up and integrated, but it becomes more focussed. 

Many niche players write about horizontal trends, but they struggle to do so either
deeply, to meet the needs of managers, or strategically, to provide content that helps
managers to make the case for change. Few analyst firms take up the opportunity to
develop joint research programs with horizontal specialists (Imagine, for example,
Celent or Aite developing a joint service with BARC, the leading analytics boutique).

We also note that, on the supply-side, many professionals who work for vendors and
providers that consumer research on fintech also have an interest in healthcare,
which faces some similar issues about regulation, identity, B2B onboarding, auditing
and the data supply chain. Niche firms could leverage expertise in similar markets
which might have experiences and use cases that are powerful guides in their own
markets. Clearly, vendors’ analyst relations teams can play a role here by reaching out
to vertical analysts with relevant uses cases for horizontal technologies.

EFFECTIVE HABIT 5:
Seek first to understand,
then to be understood
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FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

The growth of freemium services has been key to the explosive growth of analyst
firms. Analyst firms have both a classic freemium model, where buyers can consume
limited research but pay for the most valuable content and a vendor-supported
model where the premium is paid by vendors, leaving much research free to
consume. While this leads to revenue for analyst firms, the truth is that premium
customers get more value. 

Freemium users are those who are not paying for the research they consume from
the firm, whether because of classic freemium (most content is initially free, and
some pay for later services) or because or reprints paid for by vendors. For example,
around a quarter of the people who use Aite or Celent say their organization has a
subscription to it, but most of those people do say their organizations subscribe to
Gartner and Forrester. That means the average user gets less value because they
have less access to the full range of services.

Freemium isn’t the only way to broaden the audience for analyst firms. When I was an
analyst and shareholder at Ovum (now Omdia), then the largest European firm and
the fourth-largest worldwide, I was amazed by the turn-around in our appeal to
clients and investors that came from increasing our investment in media relations.
Speaking for the firm on TV and radio had an international impact.

I regularly make regional analyses of analyst firms’ media profile to see which firms
are enhancing their coverage. One surprise is many analyst firms are mentioned more
in EMEA than they are in the Americas. Part of that is having firms like
TechMarketView and Omdia, which have European roots, but our research showed
that Gartner was mentioned more in the EMEA media than in the US media. Gartner
does well in Asia-Pacific too, where it, IDC, Frost & Sullivan and Informa (which
includes Omdia) are very often cited. Furthermore, the region has some firms that
have a higher share of voice in Asia-Pacific than in other areas, such as Greyhound,
IDC, Canalys and AMI Partners.

EFFECTIVE HABIT 6:
Synergize!
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FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

A huge partner of Gartner’s initial success was Theory G, the firm’s understanding that
excellence isn’t static. Gideon Gartner explains:

“Theory G may sound trite but the idea was
 to emphasize our continuing need for 
excellence, that we were in business to serve 
clients and that clients were people first 
(not companies). Its simplistic list of do’s and 
don’ts included: be enthusiastic, self-critical, 
proponents of change, contribute and share
across the firm, and so forth.

It might have sounded corny to some but I 
hoped that when and if our employees dug 
deeper into the theory, they would recognize
a process which included research directives 
such as: correct errors of fact immediately, 
advocate positions explicitly, improve abilities
to sell a specific point of view, and optimize 
the way time was spent when working! Some 
claimed these directions were simply 
‘motherhood’, but we nevertheless took time 
to formalize our views re increasing 
confidence in our values and beating our 
competitors."

EFFECTIVE HABIT 7:
Sharpen the saw
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FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

EY

30.3% 

PWC

29.2%

VentureBeat

8.2% 

PA Consulting

8.2%

Diginomica

7.7%

KLAS

7.7%

MOST LIKELY TO BE
INCLUDED IN THE AVS

That shift towards firms’ using a
plurality of analyst insight providers
is especially driven by the
development of cloud solutions and
outsourcing services across the
entire IT and telecoms world.
Services analysts and sourcing
advisors seem to have a finger in
every pie. As one AVS respondent
explained, “the challenge that both
the analysts and the advisory firms
have is the broad rapidly changing
technology in the marketplace.

The decision they have to make is to
limit their focus or grow their
practice in order to cover all of these
areas.” That seems to be pushing
people to refine their investment in
analyst firms in two ways: either to
identify individual analysts rather
than firms to have strategic
relationships with; or to find one firm
that can cover all their needs.

*Around 700 people responded to the Analyst
Value Survey between January and July 2021.
Almost 200 named firms they thought we
should include in future studies.

Wikibon

6.2% 

Greyhound Research

5.6%

IBRS

5.6%
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FOUR STAGES
DEFINE SUCCESS

Of course the more extensive coverage of the market by Gartner, Forrester and IDC is
not their only advantage. Gartner, for example, has three sales people for every
analyst: a ratio that other analyst firms would be well advised to follow. A wide range
of coverage areas isn’t always better for every client, especially if you have a question
that three of four analysts have different parts of the answer to, leaving you to make
sense of them.

Gartner’s leadership in market share will be hard to erode while it continues not only
to have sales leadership but also deliver better value for money than other large
analyst firms. It was also be mistaken to think that the other analyst firms that are
performing well in the Analyst Value Survey are all getting the same things right. 

A great illustration of that is the chart above, which shows the firms we’re most likely
to add into the survey next year (we’re too polite to talk about the ones they will
replace, especially since many of those are respected national leaders with little
regional or global traction). While we aim to include in the survey every firm with
more than a dozen full-time analysts, we see that there are some smaller firms that
have a notable level of market impact. TechMarketView is a great example of that,
and we’re also seeing firms with more innovative business models, like BI
Intelligence, and with niche leadership, like insurance analysts Novarica.

DUNCAN CHAPPLE
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